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“Too often we underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest compliment, or the smallest act of caring, 

all of which have the potential to turn a life around.” 

~ Leo Buscaglia 

Through my work I have long been aware, 

that the holiday season is a time when 

people can feel starkly aware of what 

they “don’t have” and what others “do 

have”.  This awareness and pain usually 

isn’t around the financial struggles 

one is having, although this can be the 

case. More often than not, it is around 

relationships. The loss of relationships. 

The awareness of being alone. Changes 

in the family structure. Life style changes. 

Having no extended family - no siblings, 

no children, no parents.  These are issues 

of the heart and often don’t show up in 

the midst of daily interactions.

The truth is everyone has a story. 

Everyone has hardships. Many times, 

someone’s story is not something we will 

know and/or see. If someone looks like 

he/she has it all together, it isn’t wise to 

assume that is the truth. Underneath the 

veneer may be a totally different story. 

In fact, if you want to assume, assume 
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The EAP Corner

10 TIPS 
to Reduce Holiday Stress 

 � By Barb ernst, eAP Administrator

It is a well-known fact the holidays will produce their own 

jingle bell pressure and no one is immune. The holidays 

seem like the perfect time to remind ourselves of what is 

important.    Remind yourself to live in the here and now. 

Don’t forget in all the hustle and bustle that Wholeness 

Healing EAP is here to help with your holiday stress or other 

workplace issues. We are also able to help with a variety 

of mental health concerns!  Give us a call at 308-382-

5297ext.110 or 855-384-2467 toll free. 

Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs), work based pro-

grams, are resources designed to benefit both employers 

and employees. EAPs help businesses and organizations ad-

dress productivity issues by helping employees identify and 

resolve personal concerns that affect job performance. 

Through prevention, identification, and resolution of these 

issues, EAPs enhance employee and workplace effectiveness 

and are a vital tool for maintaining and improving worker 

health and productivity, retaining valued employees, and 

returning employees to work after illnesses or injuries.

We wish all of you a peaceful and stress-free holiday season!
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1. GET YOUR FINANCES IN ORDER
Financial stress is the number one issue during the 
season. The pressure we put on ourselves to spend more 
than we have is enormous. Visit with your family about 
drawing names, making homemade gifts, performing 
chores or just being present as the gift of the season. Set 
a budget and stick to it. 

2. MAkE CONNECTIONS

Make a concerted effort to visit with your neighbors, 
the ones you see frequently but especially those you 
may only see in passing. Drop off a card, offer to help 
with tree trimming or putting up those dreaded outdoor 
lights. Make someone smile - your heart will smile too.  

3. SET PERSONAl ExPECTATIONS

Set your intention and then work from that point 
forward. This will help you eliminate unnecessary stress 
and prevent you from exceeding your own personal 
expectations.

4. PlAN AND PRIORITIzE 
Recognize what is important to you and then put 
your action plan in place. Brush up those incredible 
organizational skills you have and then move forward. If 
things seem to be getting to be a bit much, take another 
look at your plan and cross off something that may be 
able to be put on hold or you can do without this year.

5. SET BOUNDARIES
Practice setting clear boundaries with yourself and those 
around you during the holidaqy season. Make sure that 
you keep healthy boundaries. It is easy to let this very 
important piece slip during this time of year. Just know 
that the more you practice all year long, the easier it will 
be at the very busy and hectic holiday season. 

7. START NEw TRADITIONS 
Try something new. Research some holiday traditions 
- maybe something with your own heritage and then 
present it to your family. Try some different foods or plan 
some take out items that help eliminate extra time and 
expense for one or more people. Trying new things is fun 
and can energize your soul. Focus on fun!

6. DON’T ARGUE 
Holidays aren’t always a happy time. Practice patience 
and deep breathing techniques when getting together 
with family members who may bring up situations that 
could lead to an argument. Recognize there are two 
sides to every situation but the holiday season is not a 
time to settle long standing family issues. 

8. kEEP A SENSE OF HUMOR

Some claim it takes 43 muscles to frown and 17 to  
smile! Look for the funny side of those potentially 
stressful situations. You know what they say; laughter is 
the best medicine and good for those facial muscles too!

9. Self-Care
Set aside personal time for YOU. Find some healthy 
alternatives at those festive office parties, get the sleep 
you need and don’t forget to exercise even if that means 
parking farther away in the parking lot or taking the 
stairs instead of the elevator. Do things you enjoy. Keep 
the YOU in JOYOUS!

10. 
What have we forgotten that might apply to only you? 
Think about that for a minute then come up with a plan 
that best suits your lifestyle, perhaps using some of the 
tips above? Let this be the best holiday season ever for 
you and your family!
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The season is upon us. With that comes lots of background noise operating to 

entice us to put on our consumer hats, get out and take advantage of all the 

glitter and glitz that we see. Good prices. New items. Once in a lifetime deals.  It 

would be wise to put that impulse to respond on pause and sit with it for a bit.  Decide 

what you really want, need, or choose to spend your money on and how you want to feel 

at the end of the season. There is a lot of hype going into the season and at the end, 

it can feel quite deflating when our hearts have not been filled with the connections 

we want, but our houses have been filled with a lot of clutter and items to find a place.  

 

Some ideas for a more clutter-free holiday might include the following:

• Plan ahead and consider each item you buy and whether it is truthfully something the  

 person needs and is useful.  Do not give any gift just for the sake of buying it.

• Ask for what you want.  When people ask you what you want for a present, be  

 prepared.  Let them know something practical that you want and will use.  You could  

 ask for donations to a favorite charity.

• Consider intangible gifts.  This could be service gifts or giving something to their  

 favorite cause or doing them a service – washing their car, cleaning their home, etc.

• Consider going through your things before gift giving and giving to a charitable  

 cause.  Give yourself limits, such as for everything coming in, two things must go out.

• Give consumable gifts that will not become clutter.

• As a family, make the choice to give the gift of time as a donation, such as  

 volunteering to serve meals somewhere.

• Give experience gifts such as tickets to the movies or a favorite play.  These  

 experiences will live on as great memories yet no clutter!

As you make decisions on how to prioritize your connections this season, be sure you 

take a moment to notice how it feels after you have spent time talking to someone that 

you seldom see or what you notice as you chose to put other priorities, such as the 

relationship connecting before spending and more “stuff”.  These actions can truely fill 

your heart.  Have a heart-filled season!

“The more I examine 

the issue of clutter,  

the more effort  

I put into combating it, 

because it really does 

act as a weight.

~ Gretchen Rubin,  
American Author

Make Your Holidays  
a Clutter-Free Season

 �  by Janie Pfeifer Watson, Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker
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Mind The Gap 
 � by Janie Pfeifer Watson, Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker

It is that time of year again, when we pile more activities, tasks and gatherings into our already busy lives.  I often wonder how we 
manage to fit our holiday season, with all its trimmings, into a long weekend, barely having come to rest before we are off and at 
another work week. Weeks of preparations and organization help, but at the end of the day, it may mean we haven’t had down 

time for a month or two.

This can all work as we have replayed this 

scenario many times. When the schedule 

calls for more than normal, we know how 

to kick into action and go until we get 

done.  This is our habitual reaction to life, 

often done without consciousness or 

awareness, but rather is easily activated 

and done on auto pilot without a thought. 

This habitual reaction can work when we 

need it to, but if it becomes our way of 

life, it may not be the most effective, nor 

does it help us reach a higher-level goal 

of living present and stress-free and in 

wellness. To live stress free, we can’t be in 

that habitual reaction where we kick into 

fight, flight or freeze every time life gets 

more hectic. That only raises havoc in our 

mind, body and spirit. We want to be 

living in the moment, slowing things 

down so we can be present, right here, 

right now.  We want to be giving our mind 

and body the message that all is well, stay 

calm.

One way to bring things down a notch 

and give your mind and body permission 

to relax into the moment is to bring 

attention to breath. Notice the breath as 

you inhale and notice as you exhale.  And 

in that attention to breath, begin to mind 

the gap.  The gap between breaths.  

Breathe in . . . gap . . . breathe out . . . gap. 

. . breathe in . . . It is here, in the quiet 

resting moment between breaths that we 

can come to rest.  We can realize that 

ultimately our breath speaks to us about 

how effective we are managing the 

moment, the day, the month, the year, 

our lives. Our breath can be our teacher in 

slowing down, bringing things to a pause, 

merely by noticing the gap between the 

breaths. This allows us to be present in 

our life, right here, right now, in the 

breath of the moment.  

Through minding the gap – that space 

between moments - we can find stillness, 

quiet, peace.  We can begin to put it on 

like a finely threaded coat, wearing it and 

moving through life in a present, calm 

way.  When we practice this, we will 

eventually begin to understand that we 

can mind the gap in another critical way.  

Where we habitually reacted in our 

stressed way to a hectic time, we can now 

become aware, pause and mind the gap.  

When we want to react, we can slow it 

down, and we can make choices in how 

we would prefer to respond.  This takes 

awareness and practice. Minding the gap 

is where we will find the freedom to make 

our life about choices rather than 

reactions, which ultimately leads to being 

more effective and landing where we 

really want to land.  So as you make your 

way through the next few weeks, mind 

the gap.  Slow things down.  Allow your 

body to be replenished and enjoy the 

moments.  At the end of the day, you will 

have lived it fully.  
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Be sure you stop and check 
out the new looks we have.

20% Off 
All EEBody Gear 
Nov. & Dec.

8 Signs of 
Cellphone
Addiction

1. You panic when you can’t find your phone.

2. Your vision is fading and your head hurts.

3. You fight with others about your phone time.

4. You use your phone when driving.

5. You get phantom vibrations.

6. Your hands cramp up.

7. You are getting a sore neck and bad posture.

8. You aren’t sleeping well.

Addictions are a way to fill time, avoid, or 
substitue for something missing in your 
life. If you truly find  you are turning to your 
phone, let a session with a therapist help 
you sort out the missing connection, help-
ing to guide you forward with some 
positive intentions.

Feeling addicted to food? 
Don’t go on a diet!
Release your weight permanently with clinicial hypnosis.

TRIM-LIFE®

Hypnosis makes it fun and enjoyable to regain your  
self-esteem while you release your weight. Discover 
why you overeat and change your emotional eating 
habits permanently!

For more information on these  
services call (308) 382-5297  
or visit wholenesshealing.com

PROGRAM BEGINS 
JANUARY 2018
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Wrap Compassion Up This Season
Continued from page 1

there is an untold story there. If we 

know someone is in pain and struggling, 

hopefully we will reach out to let that 

person know we care and that he/she 

matters.  And if we don’t know, and 

someone we encounter does carry pain - 

a life story of hardship, a struggle - don’t 

we still want to offer compassion and 

make someone’s day a bit better?

Perhaps this holiday season, you want 

to wrap up the gift of compassion to 

as many people as you can. This would 

mean you look the store clerk in her 

eyes and tell her to have a good day. It 

would mean that you let someone go 

in front of you on the busy road where 

everyone seems to be driving crazy. It 

would mean you let a political comment 

roll off your back and you allow your 

heart to reach his/her heart in love and 

just send blessings.  The list goes on as 

we move through the day in and out 

amongst our fellow human beings. 

Monetarily it is good to care about 

those who most noticeably need 

support, as we often do during the 

holidays. But let’s consider the 

undisclosed hardships and move to 

the heart of the matter as well. It is also 

imperative to realize that we all need to 

feel like we matter and that others care, 

especially during this season where the 

picture can be magnified. Spending 

time being mindfully aware of making 

a difference to those who cross paths 

with us can be as equally, if not more, 

impactful. Use this time of gift giving to 

be aware that everyone is on the journey 

of life and that there are those times we 

all need a little extra support and care, yet  

often we journey that difficult time 

without asking for extra support.  Pay it 

forward to each person who has been 

gifted to be in your path this season. 

Add a special touch to the moment: 

additional brightness, a sprinkle of glitter, 

a bigger smile, an authentic connection 

where you make sure the other has 

caught the gift that he/she matters and 

you wanted to let them know.  

Gift Ideas for the Holidays 

 “Heart Centered Wellness For Life”
WHOLENESS HEALING CENTER

 Migun Massage Sessions
 Hypnosis Sessions     
 EESystem Sessions

Give the gift of Healing today.
Call 308.382.5297 for more information 



2608 Old Fair Road
Grand Island, Ne 68803    
(308) 382-5297 

525 South 9th Avenue
Broken Bow, NE 68822   
(308) 872-5040 

3500 Central Avenue, Ste C
Kearney, NE 68847 
(308) 455-1560 
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an exciting announcement
Our brand new website is finally

LIVE!!
WholenessHealing.com 


